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Time and Cell Type Dependency of Survival Responses in Co-cultured Tumor and Fibroblast Cells after Exposure to Modulated Radiation Fields
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Advanced radiotherapy techniques such as intensity-modulated radiation therapy (IMRT) achieve high levels of conformity to the target volume through the sequential delivery of highly spatially and temporally modulated radiation fields, which have been shown to impact radiobiological response. This study aimed to characterize the time and cell type dependency of survival responses to modulated fields using single cell type (SCT) and mixed cell type (MCT) co-culture models of transformed fibroblast (AG0-1522b) cells, prostate (DU-145) and lung (H460) cancer cells. In SCT cultures, in-field responses showed no significant time dependency while out-of-field responses occurred early, and plateaued 6 h after irradiation in both DU-145 and H460 cells. Under modulated beam configurations MCT co-cultures showed cell-specific, differential out-of-field responses depending on the irradiated in-field and responding out-of-field cell type. The observed differential out-of-field responses may be due to the genetic background of the cells, in particular p53 status, which has been shown to mediate radiation-induced bystander effects (RIBEs). These data provide further insight into the radiobiological parameters that influence out-of-field responses, which have potential implications for advanced radiotherapy modalities and may provide opportunities for biophysical optimization in radiotherapy treatment planning.

INTRODUCTION

Modern radiotherapy approaches are able to deliver a high uniform dose across the tumor target volume while sparing surrounding healthy tissue. This is achieved using multiple overlapping radiation fields with high levels of spatial and temporal modulation during a typical treatment plan delivery. While advanced radiotherapy techniques such as intensity-modulated radiotherapy (IMRT) efficiently conform dose to the tumor target, areas outside of the primary treatment fields may be exposed to a nontrivial dose, which accumulates due to contributing dose from multiple beams, scattered photons, transmission and leakage photons during treatments. The radiobiological implications of out-of-field dose for late occurring sequelae, risk of secondary cancers and therapeutic response have yet to be determined.

A current series of in vitro studies, reported by our laboratory and others [reviewed in ref. (1)], have shown significant alterations in cell survival after exposure to modulated fields, which is dependent not only on the dose delivered to the target, but also on that delivered to neighboring cell populations (2–4). The effects occurring out-of-field are partially driven by intercellular communication and display similarities to classical radiation-induced bystander effects (RIBEs) (5). Additionally, out-of-field effects may be influenced by variations in incident beam energy spectra (6, 7). Also, theoretical analyses have shown that radiation-induced signaling may have significant effects not only in regions out-of-field exposed to a low dose, but also in high-dose regions within the tumor target volume (8–10). These effects were recently analyzed in prostate radiotherapy treatment planning, showing contributions of signaling effects both in tumor and normal tissues, with similar effects seen for a range of treatment modalities (11).

Existing experimental studies focusing on out-of-field responses in vitro have been conducted using cultures of a single cell type (2, 3, 12, 13). In contrast, tumor biology in vivo is a significantly more complex environment that includes not only tumor cells but also various different normal cell types. Similarly, at tumor margins, communication between irradiated malignant cells and normal healthy tissue is likely to have an important role in the overall response of both tissues.
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In the current study, the time and cell type dependency of survival responses were characterized after exposure to modulated radiation fields in single and mixed cell type co-cultures. The purpose of this approach was to more accurately model the cell signaling between tumor and normal tissues that occurs at tumor margins or within the tumor microenvironment in vivo.

MATERIALS AND METHODS
Cell Cultures
Cell lines were selected to include tumor and fibroblast cells from different sites with varying radiosensitivities. Human prostate cancer cells (DU-145) and non-small cell lung cancer cells (H460) were obtained from LGC Standards, Ltd. (Bury, UK) and maintained in RPMI-1640 media with 10% fetal bovine serum (FBS) and 1% penicillin/streptomycin (Sigma-Aldrich Company Ltd., Dorset, UK). Human primary fibroblast cells (AG0-1522b) were obtained from the Coriell Institute for Medical Research (Camden, NJ), and were grown in Eagle’s minimum essential media (deoxyribonucleosides and deoxyribonucleotides) with 20% FBS and 100 μg/ml streptomycin. All cells were maintained at 37°C in a humidified atmosphere of 95% air/5% CO₂.

Clonogenic Assay
Cell survival was determined by the clonogenic assay technique of Puck and Marcus (14). Generally, cells were detached from culture flasks by incubating in a 1:1 solution of 0.25% trypsin and 1 mM EDTA, centrifuged and resuspended in fresh culture media. Cells were counted using a Coulter counter set at a threshold calibrated for the cell line using a hemocytometer and plated at an appropriate optimum cell density to ensure colony formation for survival analysis. Once plated the cells were allowed to adhere overnight before irradiation at room temperature (20–23°C). After irradiation cell cultures were incubated for 10–14 days at 37°C in 5% CO₂ in air and 95% humidity before staining with crystal violet. Colonies exceeding 50 cells were scored as representing surviving cells. All exposures were performed in duplicate on at least three independent occasions. On each occasion unexposed control cells were prepared and treated as sham exposures, which included unirradiated control used at each time point for the temporal studies.

Cell Co-culture
Co-culture studies were performed by seeding cells on glass slides using the protocol described above and allowing cells to adhere overnight. Slides were then transferred to 150 cm² culture flasks with reclosable lids (TPP Techno Plastic Products AG, Trasadingen, Switzerland) and irradiated in shared media. For single cell type exposures, all cells were irradiated in the media specified above. For mixed cell type co-culture, all cells were irradiated in AG0-1522b culture media and maintained for 6 h, which has been shown to have no effect on the plating efficiency. Cells were then reseeded in their respective culture media and appropriate seeding densities.

Irradiation Set-up and Experimental Design
All cells were irradiated with 225 kVp X rays using an X-Rad 225 generator (Precision X-ray Inc., North Bradford, CT) with a 2 mm copper filter at a dose rate of 0.57 Gy min⁻¹ and a field diameter of 22 cm. An in-field distance of 2 cm to ensure delivery of the correct absolute dose. Calibrated Gafchromic™ EBT film (International Specialty Products, Wayne, NJ) was exposed and used to generate a dose profile along the central axis, coincident with the plane of cells. Dose delivered to the out-of-field region was taken as the dose 2 cm from the central axis, and was determined using a Farmer® ionization chamber (15, 16). A schematic representation of the experimental set-up and dose profile is shown in Fig. 1.

Data Analysis
For each of the irradiation conditions, surviving fractions (SF) were calculated as the ratio of the number of colonies in the exposed flask to the number of seeded cells, corrected for the plating efficiency of sham-irradiated controls. Uniform field survival curves were fitted to the form, SF = exp [−(αD + βD²)], using OriginPro, version 8 (OriginLab® Inc., Northampton, MA). Statistical errors on fit values were calculated as the standard error. All experiments were performed in triplicate with the data presented as ± standard error in all cases. Statistical analysis comparing the survival values for uniform and modulated beam exposures incubated under same cell type and mixed cell type co-culture conditions was carried out using an unpaired t test (GraphPad Prism, version 5.01; GraphPad Software Inc., LaJolla, CA), with a threshold for significance at the level of P < 0.05.

RESULTS
Cell survival was determined after exposure to uniform and modulated fields in same cell type cultures or mixed cell type co-cultures containing tumor (DU-145 or H460) and fibroblast cells (AG0-1522b). Radiation dose-response curves for each of the cell lines exposed to a uniform beam configuration are shown in Fig. 2A–C. Radiosensitivity parameters were determined by fitting to the linear-quadratic model as follows: DU-145 (α = 0.13 ± 0.03, β = 0.02 ± 0.01); H460 (α = 0.16 ± 0.02, β = 0.03 ± 0.01); and AG0-1522b (α = 0.38 ± 0.01, β = 0 ± 0.01).

Temporal Dependency of Radiation-Induced Signaling Effects for Modulated Beam Exposures
The temporal dependency of radiation-induced signaling effects between in- and out-of-field regions was determined by irradiation of single cell type cultures (SCT) with a modulated field followed by replating at time intervals up to 24 h after irradiation. For DU-145 cells at a dose of 8 Gy, in-field survival responses showed no time dependency, remaining constant at around 10–15% at time intervals up to 24 h (Fig. 3A). This observation was consistent in H460 irradiated with the same dose, which showed no significant change (P > 0.05) for in-field response up to 24 h postirradiation (Fig. 4A). In both cases, in-field responses were comparable to those observed for uniform exposures at around 10% and 3% in DU-145 and H460 cells, respectively.

In contrast, out-of-field survival responses showed a significant temporal component of response with similar trends observed in both cell lines, with survival reaching a minimum level of 60–70% at 6 h postirradiation. At 24 h postirradiation, a 10% increase in survival was observed in H460 cells but not DU-145 cells. These data indicated that
the majority of radiation-induced signaling between the in-field and out-of-field regions occurs within 6 h after irradiation. All subsequent experiments were therefore conducted by replating cells 6 h after irradiation. These data were fitted according to a previously published model of bystander signaling (8), with an additional term to reflect cell doubling before replating (with a mean doubling time of 24 h).
Dose and Cell Type Dependency of Survival Responses

To characterize cell-specific signaling between the tumor and normal cells under modulated beam conditions, experiments were performed by irradiating single cell type cultures or DU-145, H460, AG0-1522b or mixed cell type (MCT) co-cultures of tumor (DU-145 or H460 cells) with fibroblast (AG0-1522b) cells.

Survival responses of DU-145 cells in SCT and MCT co-culture conditions were determined at in-field doses of 4 and 8 Gy (Fig. 5A, B). Under SCT culture conditions, DU-145 cells showed no significant difference in uniform field response compared to in-field responses for modulated beam exposures at doses of 4 and 8 Gy ($P > 0.05$). Out-of-field responses, where the dose was around 3% of that delivered in field, showed no dose dependency with survival at 80% with doses at 4 and 8 Gy.

Co-culturing DU-145 cells with AG0-1522b was shown to impact survival response. At 4 Gy, no significant difference in uniform field response was observed between SCT and MCT co-culture ($P > 0.05$). However, in-field survival was significantly lower than that observed for uniform exposures in MCT co-cultures ($P = 0.02$), as well as both uniform and in-field response in SCT conditions ($P < 0.002$). At 8 Gy, uniform and in-field responses were not significantly different ($P > 0.05$) under MCT co-culture conditions. However, both were significantly lower than those observed for SCT conditions ($P < 0.002$). Out-of-field responses were consistent with those observed under SCT conditions at around 80% survival for in-field doses at 4 and 8 Gy.

The same experimental procedures were performed with H460 cells as SCT or MCT co-cultures with AG0-522b cells at doses of 4 (Fig. 6A) and 8 Gy (Fig. 6B). When irradiated as SCT cultures, H460 cells showed no significant difference ($P > 0.05$) in uniform field response compared to in-field responses for modulated beam exposures at doses of 4 and 8 Gy. Out-of-field responses displayed no dose dependency with around 90% survival at in-field doses of 4 and 8 Gy.
For MCT conditions at 4 Gy, no significant difference was observed in uniform field responses compared to SCT conditions ($P > 0.05$). The in-field survival was significantly higher than that observed for uniform exposures under the same exposure conditions ($P = 0.02$) and in-field under SCT conditions ($P < 0.001$). A similar trend was observed at 8 Gy, where the in-field survival was shown to be significantly higher than for uniform fields ($P < 0.001$) and both the uniform and in-field survival under SCT conditions ($P < 0.001$). Out-of-field survival was significantly lower compared to that observed under SCT conditions, falling to around 50–60% at in-field doses of 4 and 8 Gy ($P < 0.01$).

AG0-1522b cells were irradiated at a single dose of 4 Gy as SCT and MCT co-cultures with DU-145 (Fig. 7A) and H460 cells (Fig. 7B). When irradiated as SCT cultures, uniform and in-field responses were consistent at 10% in-
field survival with around 50% occurring out-of-field. When co-cultured with DU-145 cells, in-field survival was significantly higher than that observed for SCT conditions \((P = 0.006)\) and for uniform exposures under both SCT \((P = 0.005)\) and MCT \((P = 0.005)\) conditions. Out-of-field survival increased to greater than 60% but was not shown to be significant when compared with that for SCT exposures \((P > 0.05)\). Co-culturing with H460 cells showed a trend towards increased in-field survival, however the only significant difference in survival was shown between uniform exposures \((P = 0.04)\). Out-of-field survival decreased to less than 40% \((P = 0.007)\).

**DISCUSSION**

Advanced intensity-modulated radiotherapy techniques commonly used in clinical practice have significantly different spatial and temporal dose delivery characteristics compared to conventional, uniform radiation exposures \((17)\). A number of investigators have attempted to further understand the radiobiology underpinning the responses to spatially modulated radiation fields [reviewed in ref. \((1)\)] by using different experimental set-ups and end points, and have shown significant differences in cell survival occurring outside of the primary radiation field. These differences cannot be accounted for on the basis of scattered dose and may be driven by radiation-induced bystander effects (RIBEs) between regions in and out of the primary field and the low-energy component of incident beam spectra.

While RIBEs have classically been demonstrated at the cellular level *in vitro* using techniques including media transfer and co-culture, exposure to modulated radiation fields is a useful experimental approach to investigate RIBEs under conditions that more accurately represent clinical exposures \((18)\). To date, investigations in this area have used single cell culture models, which fail to accurately represent cell-signaling effects between tumor and normal cells that may be occurring at margins or distinct compartments within the tumor microenvironment.

In the current study, a cell co-culture system was utilized to assess the kinetics of response between tumor and fibroblast cells and to characterize cell-specific effects on radiobiological responses after exposure to intensity-modulated fields. Initial experiments determined the radiosensitivity of DU-145, H460 and AG0-1522b cells to 225 kVp X rays. To allow co-culture responses to be investigated under modulated field conditions, the kinetics of cellular signaling between in- and out-of-field regions was determined. Both DU-145 and H460 cells showed similar kinetics of response up to 24 h after exposure. In-field responses showed no temporal dependency without significant changes in survival response up to 24 h in both DU-145 and H460 cells (Figs. 2A and 3A). In contrast, out-of-field responses were shown to be strongly dependent on incubation time, sharing media with the in-field population. Both cell lines showed a similar response with out-of-field survival falling to a minimum level of around 70% and 65% in DU-145 and H460 cells, respectively, 6 h after irradiation. Trends towards increased survival at 24 h were seen, although this was significant only in H460 cells. This is attributed to repopulation of cells within the out-of-field regions. These data are in close agreement with our previously reported model of cell signaling under these beam configurations \((8)\) and suggest that the production, transduction and response to signals from in-field irradiated
cells is an early event occurring less than 6 h after irradiation.

Several reports have demonstrated a time component to bystander signaling using both media transfer and coculture techniques, which are in agreement with our data under modulated beam conditions. Mothersill et al. (19) observed a time dependency of response when media were transferred from donor populations of HaCaT and SW48 cells irradiated with doses of 5 Gy and 2 Gy, respectively, with the most significant effects occurring within 3 h of irradiation. Using a co-culture model, Yang et al. (20) showed significant time dependency of bystander responses at the DNA damage level when nonirradiated cells were cocultured with irradiated cells 6 h or later after irradiation with 1 GeV ions and 250 kVp X rays.

In addition, Han et al. (21) provided evidence supporting even earlier induction and initiation of RIBEs in AGO-1522b cells. This was of the order of 2.5 min by media transfer and 30 min for partial cell population irradiations with low-dose alpha particles. These studies support our current experimental data suggesting that the generation of signaling mediated RIBEs occurs relatively early after irradiation, within 6 h in DU-145 cells, and provided the rationale for conducting co-culture studies at this time after irradiation.

In single type co-cultures, survival data for uniform and modulated beam responses are consistent with previous reports from our laboratory (3, 22) with the exception of the out-of-field responses for DU-145 and H460 cells. At a dose of 4 Gy using 6 MV photons, Cole et al. (19) reported out-of-field responses of around 65 and 75% in H460 and DU-145 cells, respectively. For 225 kVp X rays at the same dose, Trainer et al. (3) observed an out-of-field response of around 70% in DU-145 cells. At 4 Gy, these values compare to around 80% in DU-145 and 90% in H460 cells. These differences may be attributed to different experimental set-ups, most significantly the continuous culturing of cells after irradiation for the duration of the assay. However, these differences could be further validated by investigating the temporal dependency of out-of-field responses at time points longer than 24 h after irradiation. Moving to more complex models of radiation-induced signaling between tumor and fibroblast cells in mixed cell type co-cultures, the data are more difficult to generalize. Cell-specific effects are observed depending on the in-field and out-of-field cell types.

Similar effects have previously been reported in the literature, again using both media transfer and co-culture techniques. In the same report detailing time dependency, Mothersill et al. (19) also showed cell specificity where media from irradiated epithelial cells generated a RIBE when transferred to fibroblast cells, but not when media from fibroblasts were transferred to epithelial cells. Similarly, Ryan et al. (23) investigated RIBEs by media transfer in six human cell lines and observed cell-specific effects relating to radiosensitivity and p53 status of the irradiated cell type.

More recently, evidence of differential RIBEs was demonstrated using co-cultures of chondrosarcoma and fibroblast exposed to different qualities of radiation, specifically X rays, protons, iron and carbon ions (24). The study showed chondrosarcoma cells to be capable of generating a bystander signal while remaining unresponsive to bystander signals from irradiated fibroblasts.

The impact of beam energy and radiation quality on RIBEs remains contradictory. Although not the subject of this investigation, an important study by Anzenberg et al. (25) compared the effects of 250 kVp X rays and α particles in various co-culture configurations of DU-145 and AG0-1522b. At the cell survival level, nonirradiated AG0-1522b cells showed a significant decrease when co-cultured for 4 h with X-irradiated DU-145 cells. In the opposing configuration, nonirradiated DU-145 cells exposed to irradiated AG0-1522b cells showed no decrease in surviving fraction. These data partially agree with our findings, which show: 1. AG0-1522b cells are responsive to radiation-induced signaling from DU-145 cells but to a lower extent than those from AG0-1522b cells in-field (Fig. 7A); and 2. DU-145 cells are equally responsive to signaling from in-field AG0-1522b and DU-145 cells.

Genetic background, particularly p53 status, has been shown to have an important role in mediating RIBEs in vitro and in vivo (26–29). The cell models used in this study are of different p53 backgrounds, specifically, DU-145 (p53 mutant), AG0-1522b (p53 wild-type) and H460 (p53 wild-type) (30–32), which we postulate is likely to affect out-of-field response. Using different combinations of media transfer from p53 wild-type and p53 null HTC116 cells, Mothersill et al. (28) showed that both p53 wild-type and p53 null cells are capable of producing signals that induce RIBEs, but that only p53 wild-type cells can respond to signals produced from either cell type. Furthermore, He et al. (33) showed that RIBEs can be modulated by the p53 status of irradiated hepatoma cells and that a p53-dependent release of cytochrome-c may be involved in mediating response.

At the organism level, abscopal effects have been shown to be p53 dependent. Using C57BL/6 (wild-type p53) and p53 null B6.129S2-Trp53tm1Tyj mice, Camphausen et al. (29) observed significant growth delay effects in Lewis lung carcinoma (LLC) and T241 (fibrosarcoma) implanted at a distant site after irradiation of the nontumor leg only when p53 was intact. In addition, Strigari et al. (27) further demonstrated a role for p53 status in abscopal effects using xenograft tumor models of p53 wild-type and p53 null HTC166 cells and showed significant growth delay effects in contralateral only when p53 was intact.

Although co-culturing of different monolayer cell types is an incremental improvement beyond single cell type cultures, it does not accurately represent the clinical scenario where complex interactions between multiple cell
types of different genetic backgrounds may occur during exposure to spatially and temporally modulated fields. Accurate recapitulation of these conditions to determine the role of RIBE\textsc{s} \textit{in vivo} under complex beam configurations requires the application of more sophisticated experimental approaches that may be experimentally possible with small animal image-guided radiotherapy systems (34, 35).

In conclusion, to our knowledge this is the first reported study to characterize the time dependency and cell specificity of out-of-field effects to modulated beam exposures, which share similar characteristics with RIBE\textsc{s} observed by media transfer and X-ray microbeam techniques (36). These effects are likely to be driven by similar molecular mechanisms, including p53 status, and may be important in the refinement of existing dose-based radiobiological models in optimizing radiotherapy treatment planning.
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